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一、中文摘要 

 

[14]已經為 FMS 建立最好的僵局預防技術。 與其他技術不同，控制節點，弧線被為只基本

的虹吸管增加。 它調整在控制的標誌安置全部多餘的虹吸管也被控制。 此外一些基本虹吸

管不必被控制。 因此，它大大降低控制節點和弧線的數量。 不過，如範例所示，在一些情

況下，行為被過度限制。 對插圖來說，與 4 個節點和 16 道弧線相比較當行為被較少得多限

制時，只有一個節點和 4 道弧線被需要。 此外，他們方法受虹吸管的昂貴計算之苦。虹吸

管的數量理論上相對於地方元素的數量指數成長。 我們提議延長我們的搜尋虹吸管的專有

的方法。 它能合成限制型最小虹吸管⎯借由在一迴路上架設所有 PP-及 TT-把手。我們提議

建立 S-Matrix 去察覺迴路，每當我們加入一資源地方元素。我們對於每資源地方元素提議

新 T 特徵矢量。 基于我們將用代數學的模式獲得全部基本和多餘虹吸管。 我們將顯示不管

是否它是基本和多餘的的那個， 它可以基于虹吸管內資源地方元素的 T 特徵矢量的線性組

合的方式來計算。 我們也提議使它不那么限制， 當時降低的數量控制節點和 透過移動控

制弧線的弧線離開更接近于被控制的這只虹吸管並且鑑定不必被控制的虹吸管的上述進入。 

關鍵詞：彈性生產系統, 派翠網, 死結, 虹吸 
  

Abstract 
 
[14] has established the best deadlock prevention technique for FMS. Unlike other techniques, 
control nodes and arcs are added for only elementary siphons. It adjusts the tokens in control places 
so that all redundant siphons are also controlled. Also some elementary siphons need not be 
controlled. As a result, it greatly reduces the number of control nodes and arcs. However, as 
illustrated, under some case, the behavior is overly restricted. For the illustration, only one node and 
4 arcs are needed compared with 4 node and 16 arcs while the behavior is much less restricted. Also 
their method suffers from the expensive computation of siphons since the number of siphons is 
theoretically exponential w.r.t the number of place elements. We propose to extend our proprietary 
approach of searching siphons where every strict minimum siphons (SMS) can be synthesized by 
locating a circuit followed by adding all PP- and TP-handles. To locate a circuit, we propose an 
S-Matrix approach to detect a circuit upon merging of a resource place. We propose a new 
T-characteristic vector for each resource place. Based on which, we will obtain all elementary and 
redundant siphons in an algebraic fashion. We will show that irrespective of whether it is 
elementary and redundant, it can be computed based on the linear sum of T-characteristic vectors of 
resource places in the siphon. We also propose to make it less restrictive while reducing the number 
of control nodes and arcs by moving the control arcs away from the above entry to be closer to the 
siphon being controlled and to identify siphons that need not be controlled. 

 
Keywords: Flexible manufacturing systems, Deadlock prevention, Petri nets, Siphons, S3PR. 
 

二、緣由與目的 

   There are two approaches to control deadlocks: deadlock recovery and deadlock 
prevention/avoidance.  Recovery is to restore the system to a normal state so as to be able to finish 
the production.  Avoidance [1-8] determines possible system evolutions at each system state and 
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chooses the correct ones to proceed. 
Ezpeleta et al proposed a class of PN [9] called Systems of Simple Sequential Processes with 

Resources (S3PR) [13].  Their idea is to compute all bad siphons of the given model and find the 
maximum number of tokens at each idle state followed by a control policy of adding arcs and nodes 
with tokens.  Most recent deadlock control approaches [10-12] extend Ezpeleta’s work.   
 A control place is added to every strict minimal siphon (SMS) such that liveness can be 
enforced. The method is simple and guarantees a success. However, too many control places and 
arcs have to be added, leading to a much more complex Petri net than the originally built one. In 
fact, the number of places added is equal to the number of SMS in the target net and the number of 
arcs added is generally much larger than that of places added, particularly for large-scale Petri nets. 
 Partially enlightened by the work in [5], Iordache et al. [1] proposed an iterative control policy 
of liveness enforcement for Petri nets. It is applicable to an arbitrary Petri net structure.  However, 
a hard nut remains to crack that this method will not work for complex or large Petri net structures. 
The real cause behind this is simple since there are usually too many SMS in a large-size Petri net. 
At every iterative step, control places have to be added. Hence, the number of SMS may likely 
spiral up, which finally becomes unmanageable as the iterations proceed. 

Deadlock prevention policies developed in [1] and [5] are generally called iterative control 
methods. The basis of the control techniques is simple. Find all SMS in the target Petri net in each 
iteration step and then add a control place. Repeat this step until no new SMS can be emptied. We 
can, at the first iteration step, add six additional control places to this net model. New SMS will be 
generated due to these additional control places. Then has 96 (38+52+6) new SMS but only 12 (6 
old+6 new) elementary siphons. The use of the iterative methods for deadlock prevention in [1] and 
[5] becomes very difficult and complex if not unmanageable for this moderate-size model. 

To prevent deadlocks in a Petri net, the recent work of Huang et al. [10] has made some efforts 
on controlling fewer SMS, where mixed integer programming (MIP) technique is employed to find 
a maximal siphon under a given marking. Then all SMS which may possibly be emptied can be 
obtained from the maximal siphon [10]. In fact, the SMS obtained by MIP method exclude those 
that can never be emptied. However, much simpler Petri net controllers with liveness can be 
expected if the concept of elementary siphons is used in [10]. 

[14] explores ways to minimize the new additions of places while achieving the same control 
purpose. It proposes for the first time the concept of elementary siphons that are a special class of 
siphons. The set of elementary siphons in a Petri net is generally a proper subset of the set of all 
SMS. Its smaller cardinality becomes evident in large Petri net models. They prove that by adding a 
control place for each elementary siphon by the method developed in [13] to make sure that it is 
marked, which does not generate new SMS due to the addition of control places. Compared with 
the existing methods, the new method requires a much smaller number of control places and, 
therefore, is suitable for large-scale Petri nets. An FMS example was used to illustrate the proposed 
concepts and policy, and show the significant advantage over the previous methods.  Next, add a 
control place for each elementary siphon to guarantee that all the elementary siphons be always 
marked. 

However, their method suffers from the expensive computation of siphons since the number of 
siphons is theoretically exponential w.r.t the number of place elements in it [4-5].  Hence their 
prevention algorithm is an exponential time one.  In addition, they have to take extra efforts to 
extract elementary siphons from all SMS. Also the behavior of the modeled system is restricted (i.e., 
more reachable states are forbidden) when both the number of tokens in the top and bottom part of 
the Petri net model are small.  This arises because some control arcs always connect to the output 
transition of the initial states; thereby restricting the entry of raw materials into the system. 
 We propose to relieve this problem by moving the control arcs away from the above entry to 
be closer to the siphon being controlled (for the cases where the technique does not work well) and 
eliminating the need to find redundant SMS. We propose to develop a polynomial algorithm for 
deadlock prevention.  We propose a hybrid approach taking advantages of both approaches while 
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avoiding their drawbacks.   
Further, we propose to extend the technique to models more complex than S3PR.  Because 

only one resource is used in each job stage and the processes are modeled using state machines in 
S3PR, its modeling power is limited.  It cannot model iteration statements (loop) in each sequential 
process (SP) and the relationships of synchronization and communication among SP. At any state of 
a process, it cannot use multi-sets of resources. 
 
三、Results 

1. Computation of elementary siphons (2 SCI papers, 1 submitted)  
Computation of elementary siphons is essential for deadlock control and expensive since 

complete siphon enumeration of the Petri net is needed and the number of SMS (Strict Minimal 
Siphons) grows quickly and exponentially with the size of the net. We were able to compute 
elementary siphons from strongly connected resource subnets (sub-SCC) without the knowledge of 
SMS for a restrictive subclass of S3PR [15].  We extend it [16] to arbitrary S3PR based on a 
graphic-algebra approach.  The key to success is that we discover that the characteristic T-vector η 
of any connected component (CC) of a resource subnet is a linear combination of those of the 
segments in the CC. We compute new sub-SCC for elementary siphons starting from a circuit and 
continuously adding handles Hi to create new segments.  We prove that the η for new segments 
can be expressed as linear combinations of characteristic T-vectors of new and old elementary 
siphons.  This implies the same number of independent η among all new segments as that of new 
elementary siphons.  It is easy to identify the former to find the correct number of sub-SCC for 
elementary siphons.  We propose a technique to compute the new sub-SCC and the associated new 
elementary siphons using our proposed new characteristic T-vectors ζ.  At the end, we have all 
elementary siphons. 

We propose [17] a new T-characteristic vector ζ to compute strict minimal siphons (SMS) for 
S3PR (systems of simple sequential processes with resources) in an algebraic fashion.  For a 
special subclass of S3PR, called BS3PR (simple S3PR), we discover that elementary siphons can be 
constructed from elementary circuits where all places are resources.  Thus, the set of elementary 
siphons can be computed without the knowledge of all SMS. We also propose to construct 
characteristic T-vectors η by building a graph to find dependent siphons without their computations. 
2. Supervisory Control of S3PGR2 Based on Max*-Controlled and Elementary Siphons (2 
submitted) 

Current deadlock control approaches for S3PGR2 (systems of simple sequential processes with 
general resources requirement) suffer from incorrect or restricted liveness characterization based 
on the concept of deadly marked siphons (DMS) or max-controlled siphons.  Nonlive transitions 
may exist when there are no DMS and the net model is weakly live or in livelock states.  It is live 
when all siphons are max-controlled — restricted since it may be live when not max-controlled. We 
develop a new liveness condition called max*-controlled siphons to replace that of the restrictive 
max-controlled siphons, thus extending the liveness analysis for S3PR (systems of simple sequential 
processes with resources) to S3PGR2 (systems of simple sequential processes with general 
resources requirement). We propose further a deadlock control policy for S3PGR2 by adding control 
nodes and arcs only for 1. every SMS [18] amd 2. elementary siphons only [19], significantly 
reducing the number of supervisory monitors compared with existing methods.  By adjusting the 
control depth variables of its elementary siphons, other (dependent) siphons also satisfy the max*- 
controlled-siphon property. We proposed the controlled model for S3PGR2 and prove its liveness 
property. 
3. More permissive control policy (1 paper inpreparation) 
   Because all control arcs out from each control place end at output transitions of idle places, the 
maximal amount of raw materials that can enter into the production system is limited by the 
minimal initial marking M*0 among all control places. If M*0=1 or small, system throughout is 
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severely degraded. We have developed the theory to improve it and currently is preparing a journal 
paper.  The idea is that if the union of I-subnets of siphons are not strongly connected, then no new 
siphons can be generated from the union.  We attempt to separate siphons into regions.  The 
control arcs out from each control place of siphons in the same region end at output transitions of 
the same nonresource (not necessary idle) places.  This allows more raw materials to be in the 
system and improves the throughput. 
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